From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
FW: Changing statutes on delivery
Friday, June 18, 2021 3:01:56 PM

From: peasha 2433 [mailto:peasha24@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2021 6:05 PM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored) <marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov>
Subject: Changing statutes on delivery
My name is Alicia Fifth one and I have been trying to think of a good buisness model to incorporated
doing home deliveries with marajuana. I know currently it is not allowed to do so and was curious
what it would take to get it changes so that a person can take in this endeavor if they chose.
With all of the regulations on packaging it would be great if we can work in a way to scan packages
and make sure deliveries were only allowed private residences the has got to he a way we can scan
peoples ID to make sure only legal consumers are being delivered to as well as coming up with a
program to keep only a set amount of individual orders to be delivered at them same time (I.e. 1oz
per person not more than 1 lb in the car and having vehicles registered with the police department
etc). I would love to talk more about the idea with anyone who would allow the discussion so that
we may attempt to bring this idea to fruition for consumers. Especially for consumers that needs this
medically but pay out of pocket for it. Thanks for reading
Sincerely
Alicia Richmond

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Jensen
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Hazardous packaging
Monday, July 12, 2021 8:56:55 PM

I would like to bring to the attention of the board, my following complaint as a consumer.  
Recently I purchased a concentrated product that is sold in small glass containers that tend to
shatter in a persons hands when trying to remove the simple lid that does not even have a
latch. I suffered severe lacerations to both thumbs. Attached are photos of the gore of one
hand, while I use the other hand that is also bleeding to capture the incident. Attention: This is
the third time this has happened to myself in a period of 1.5 years and I am now going to
complain of the safety issues that needs to be addressed immediately before more injuries
occur. The products I am referring to, are manufactured and sold under the name Northwest
Concentrates, Refine, and Refine Alaska and there are other manufacturers that utilize the
similiar containers. If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to my complaint via
phone or email. 907-230-5924.
Thank You,
Ron

